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 The time is important. The story begins in the 1940s 

before the Big Drouth of the 50s. The era prior to the big 

influx of unpapered aliens that shifted the Anglo cowboy to 

the oilfields and other work. 

 The setting does not matter. After World War II, all 

points, be it Sonora or Van Horn, hired lots of cowboys 

named “Pete” and “Shorty,” “Bill” and “Salty.” Some were 

called “Dude;” I can’t explain why, unless the way they 

dressed in town earned them the name. Others were “Tiny,” 

“Big-un,” “Arthur” and “Doc.” Quite a number passed through 

the bunkhouse at the old ranch. The Big Boss hired every 

hard luck cowhand who came by looking for work.  

 The Big Boss, however, never knew the people I am going 

to tell you about. They drifted in from Oklahoma, or perhaps 

Arizona off a reservation. Three sisters of broad dimensions 

of girth and posterior and a mother in the same weight range 

made up the family. Work was against their creed. Their 

specialty was entertaining cowboys on payday, under the 

professional management of their mother. 

 Long removed from tribal customs, (and they were full-

blood American Indians,)the girls copied the white-eyed 

fashion of using lipstick and rouge by wetting red crepe 

paper to brighten the color of their dark cheeks and thick 

lips. Eyebrows plucked thin and shaded by a dark pencil 

added mystery and a hint of evil to the faces. The mother 

plaited their black hair in a long braid on weekdays. 



However, she combed it out to full flowing strands for 

Saturday night to effect a savage wildness, irresistible to 

the town-hungry cowboys, already attuned to the tail and 

mane holds on the range.  

 The operation centered on beer joints. Hot back door 

affairs, roofed in tin and furnished in rough lumber benches 

and bars with splintery dance floors to stomp the high 

heeled boots and jingle the spur rowels to set the tune of 

the spree. “Whoo-eee,” “old Banty” or “old Alf” howled, “Am 

so wild my shirttail ain’t hit my back in two days.” “Whoo-

eee,” hollered “old Chief” or “old Rowdy,” “Am so wild the 

panthers won’t cross my back trail.”  

 Stop me if you think I’m wrong, but I bet the girls 

smoked, rolled Bull Durham tobacco on their ticket and 

smoked Lucky Strikes on the cowboy’s tab. Drank beer if 

whiskey wasn’t available. Intoxicated, they fought each 

other if an outside match wasn’t handy. Overeager cowboys 

were spiked in the face with shoe heels, or hit over the 

head with beer bottles. One old boy who took off without 

paying the bar bill was tied to a couch with his bedroll 

rope and held hostage until he begged for mercy. 

 Enough is never enough for those folks. Ranch towns 

tried to keep the kids out of trouble and ignore the 

cowboys’ behavior. But these girls began to be a pest, 

calling the ranches for the hands, imploring the cowboys to 

come to town to drink beer and have fun. Not entirely a 

pest. People on the party line welcomed the calls. For 



awhile, the conversations offered an insight to a racy world 

unknown to country people. 

 The big difference then was the means the county had of 

serving the community. Perhaps the ranchers grew tired of 

the men slipping off to town, or maybe the gauds began to 

slip out to the ranch. Both violations are possible. The 

Commissioner’s Court, however, solved the problem by giving 

the family an old dump truck filled with gasoline, ready for 

the road. Nobody followed them to the city limits as no 

charges had been filed. 

 Three whole weeks passed before they rolled back in on 

the bus, carrying two paper sacks full of clothes and a 

gallon bottle of muscatel wine. Seems they sold the truck in 

San Angelo or Abilene. Probably San Angelo for two reasons; 

(1) Abilene was too distant a drive for the old truck; and 

(2) the Wool Capitol in those days had a high-kicking style 

suitable for our subjects to spend, or expand upon their 

dough. Cowboys, I’m sure, rejoiced at the homecoming.  

 Sources of stories dry up and disappear just like “the 

Jake’s” and “the J.C.’s” and “the Wild Bill’s” are no more. 

Be hard put to use county equipment today to encourage good 

or evil. Might be able to spare an old dump truck, but 

passing it by the American Civil Liberties Union would be a 

different matter ... 


